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Abstract By comparing the source position of pulses during initial leaders and the paths of subsequent
dart leaders from typical bilevel intracloud (IC) flashes, we demonstrate a new method to image the
detailed three-dimensional (3-D) structure and stepping dynamics of IC initial leaders. Using this approach,
we show that nearly half of the initial breakdown pulses are not involved in the main channel extension but
instead originate in nonpropagating branches. The primary upward but significantly tilted initial leader
channels propagated with measured mean/median 3-D step length of 295/265m and mean/median
step interval of 1.05/0.6ms. The structure and dynamics of IC initial upward negative leaders are distinct
from those of highly branched cloud-to-ground downward negative leaders. We suggest that the tilted
initial leader channel and electric field could affect the observation on leader-associated high-energy
radiation phenomena, such as the position-dependent observation of terrestrial gamma ray flashes from
space-based detectors.

1. Introduction

In the past several decades, the main features of intracloud (IC) flashes and the incloud processes during
cloud-to-ground (CG) flashes were resolved by the development of radio-based lightning mapping arrays
operating at either high frequency/very high frequency (HF/VHF) [e.g., Proctor, 1981; Proctor et al., 1988;
Mazur, 1989; Rhodes et al., 1994; Shao and Krehbiel, 1996; Rison et al., 1999; Kawasaki et al., 2000; Dong
et al., 2002; Qiu et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012; Stock et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2014] or low
frequency (LF) [e.g., Betz et al., 2004; Marshall et al., 2013; Bitzer et al., 2013; Karunarathne et al., 2013; Lyu
et al., 2014; Yoshida et al., 2014;Wu et al., 2015;Wang et al., 2016]. A normal positive IC flash often starts with
an initial negative leader that creates an upward channel bridging the negative and positive charge layers
then horizontally extends into the two layers. However, the stepping feature of IC initial leaders is not yet fully
understood. The significance of IC initial leader steppingmeasurements is evident, which yields better insight
into lightning initiation and the structure and dynamics of IC initial leaders, as well as the physical mechanism
of IC leader associated phenomena like gigantic jets and terrestrial gamma ray flashes.

A few rare photographic reports of cloud-to-air discharges [Krehbiel et al., 2008; Edens et al., 2014] and leaders
in virgin air under the cloud base [Montanyà et al., 2015] have shown propagation features of IC leaders out-
side the cloud. From color photographs captured of parts of IC flashes out of the cloud, Edens et al. [2014]
found that the relatively straight segments of the IC leader steps had a length of at least 200m at the altitude
of ~10 km when the leader developed into the clear air. These images also clearly showed the stepping
segments and some nonpropagating branches along the main channel. Because of the opacity of the cloud,
however, much of the channel was hidden within the cloud. While photographic observations are highly
effective for studying CG stepped leaders, similar observations are normally unavailable for IC stepped
leaders (except for those special cases noted above).

Previous studies have demonstrated that radio-based lightning mapping arrays are extremely capable for
mapping entire flashes and some smaller scale processes, but few have focused in detail on the IC initial lea-
der stepping structure and dynamics. IC leader step lengths were estimated in the range of 50–600m from
coordinated observation by balloon-borne electric field instrument and the lightning mapping array (LMA)
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[Winn et al., 2011]. Using a low-frequency (LF) mapping array, Wu et al. [2015] analyzed the detailed charac-
teristics of initial breakdown pulses. By assuming no branches and only vertical propagation of initial leader,
they estimated the average step length during IC initial leaders to be 113m from the pulse rate and average
upward propagation speed. Note that negative leaders from cloud-to-air flashes [Edens et al., 2014], and
downward stepped leaders from CGs [e.g., Hill et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2012; Stolzenburg et al., 2014] are usually
accompanied by luminous branches, each of which may be associated with LF pulse [Stolzenburg et al., 2014].
Therefore, in order to better understand initial IC leaders and the stepping features of these upward channels,
more results from lightning imaging systems operating at either HF/VHF or LF frequency regime are still
needed and valuable.

Here we present a new approach that combines the source locations from initial breakdown pulses during
the initial leader and from subsequent dart leaders to image the upward stepping dynamics and structure
during initial IC leaders. We demonstrate this concept using measurements from our LF near-field
interferometric-TOA (time-of-arrival) lightning mapping array (LFI-LMA) [Lyu et al., 2014]. Three scientific
results from initial upward leader imaging are presented to demonstrate the capability of this approach.
Our results suggest that nearly half of the initial breakdown pulses (often smaller amplitude pulses) seem
to be from the nonpropagating branches during the upward channel development. The main channel
extended with an average step length of 295m and often with a significant tilt from vertical of several tens
of degrees. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation of the structure and dynamics of the IC
initial upward channel by the combination of LF pulse source positions from initial leader and subsequent
dart leader from lightning imaging systems.

2. Combining Source Locations From Initial Breakdown Pulses and Subsequent
Dart Leaders

Our approach exploits the fact that some IC dart leaders follow the existing path propagating back toward
the flash origin and through the upward channel built by the initial leader to the upper positive charge layer
[Shao and Krehbiel, 1996]. Benefiting from the continuous data recording and the interferometric data proces-
sing methods, the LFI-LMA is capable of mapping both the discrete pulses during initial leaders and the con-
tinuous emissions during dart leader processes [Lyu et al., 2014]. From the combination of the LF source
positions from the initial breakdown pulses (IBPs, pulses during the first few tens of milliseconds [Shao and
Krehbiel, 1996; Marshall et al., 2013]) and the subsequent continuous path from dart leaders, it is possible
for us to distinguish the IBPs along the upward channel and those away from the channel, which in turn
enables us to accurately image the stepping and structure of the upward channel.

In addition to the automated processing method that is used to map the whole flash and to find the special
features during a flash, we applied two other processing steps to improve the LF source time finding for IBPs
and subsequent dart leaders, respectively.

1. Pulse-peak finding. We measured the individual pulse peak times within each IBP. All the IBPs with peak
amplitude greater than the noise level are processed. This time finding method on discrete pulses is simi-
lar to the application by previous reports [e.g., Bitzer et al., 2013; Karunarathne et al., 2013; Yoshida et al.,
2014] and, in this case, increases the number of discrete source locations found.

2. Two-step interferometric parsing. An improved automated average source time difference finding
method was applied to LFI-LMA during the dart leaders when continuous emission dominated. This
contains two specific parsing steps when finding the time difference from each two LF sensors. In the first
step, which is the same as the method described by Lyu et al. [2014], a 350μs sliding window cross corre-
lation is used to find the average time difference for that window. In the second step, the signals in the
350μs window were shifted with the time difference found in the first step, and then a smaller sliding
window (50μs) cross correlation was further applied to the time-shifted LF signals. In this way, more
individual source points of the dart leader are found. This method is especially useful when applied to
continuous emissions.

These two-source time finding methods and the fully automated method applied by Lyu et al. [2014] were
compared on LF signals in a 700μs window from two LF sensors. The difference between the average time
of manually pulse-peak finding and method applied by Lyu et al. [2014] is 0.31μs, while the difference
between the average time of manually pulse-peak finding and the two-step interferometric parsing is
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0.16μs. Both are comparable to the system time accuracy (~0.4μs) [Lyu et al., 2014], which indicated that the
location results by time of arrival from these three methods are consistent with each other.

The pulse-peak finding method was applied to the IBPs to find the peak time of every discrete pulse above
noise level, and then the peak time differences of the discrete pulses from each two LF sensors were com-
puted. The two-step interferometric parsing was applied to the dart leaders to find the windowed average
time differences of continuous emissions from each pair of LF sensors. Then the TOA method was applied
to these time differences to find the 3-D positions of both IBPs (x, y, h) and dart leaders (X, Y, H). As mentioned
above, we assume that the main upward channel created by initial leaders and the channel followed by sub-
sequent dart leader are the same. Thus, identifying the main channel steps and distinguishing them from
nonpropagating branches is relatively straightforward. A source position comparison between each discrete
IBP source (xi, yi, hi, i= 1,…, N) and the path of dart leader sources (X, Y, H) was conducted by the following
criteria to find the IBPs sources which best-fitted the dart leader path:

MIN
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � XjH≤hið Þ2 þ yi � YjH≤hið Þ2 þ hi � HjH≤hið Þ2

q� �
≤ 200 m i ¼ 1;…; Nð Þ

where N is the total number of locatable IBPs. Because the conductive dart leader channels can only exist
where the IBPs built the path, we thus take the 3-D distance between each IBP (xi, yi, hi) and the closest
located point along the dart leader path up to the altitude of the IBP. If the closest 3-D distance is less than
200m, then this IBP (xi, yi, hi) was considered to be a “node” along the channel, while if the minimum distance
is greater than 200m, then it was grouped into the side branches. We then repeat this for all IBPs.

This 200m is determined by the 3-D location error within the LFI-LMA network [Lyu et al., 2014] and is con-
sistent with the distance distribution of all the IBP positions to the dart leader channel (which is a bimodal-like
distribution, with the two groups separated by around 200m). The minimum distances of all the nodes to the
dart leaders in this study have a mean value of 83m, which is much smaller than the estimated location error.

We recognize that the source of a particular LF pulse could involve a larger region than the source location of
a VHF pulse. The exact nature of the LF pulse source region is still unclear, and this assumption that the LF
pulse was from the point position may not be valid. However, a point position from the pulse peak time
can be calculated and thus can describe the typical source of an LF pulse, as also applied by previous studies
[Bitzer et al., 2013; Karunarathne et al., 2013; Yoshida et al., 2014;Wu et al., 2015]. In fact, from the comparison
between the point position of IBPs and the dart leader channel, the conductive channel appears to change
directions at the IBP point locations, which we refer to as nodes. Thus, it is reasonable for us to assume that
the peak of the LF pulse was from a node when an individual step was completed rather than to suppose it
was from somewhere during the middle of step. Next, each step is defined to be the process between two
neighboring nodes. Note that since the step lengths were measured by comparing the path of dart leaders,
the actual initiation IBP of the initial leader may not be involved in the step lengths measurement.

We applied this approach to six IC flashes that occurred within the LFI-LMA network with good location accu-
racy (both horizontal and height location accuracy less than 200m, with best location accuracy of 50–100m
[Lyu et al., 2014]) and had well-defined lightning initial and dart leaders (including the two examples shown in
the following section) to demonstrate its capability.

3. Two Examples of Initial IC Leader Imaging

Figure 1 illustrates an image of a typical normal polarity bilevel IC flash that occurred on 11 June 2014 at
22:23:20 (UTC) (Flash 1). A total of 1238 LF sources were mapped during this 900ms IC flash, as illustrated
in Figures 1a–1c. Flash 1 started with an upward negative leader initiated at 8.3 km above ground level
(agl) and continued ascending to 11.9 km agl in the first 30ms. The LF source distribution conveys the
existence of two charge layers during the flash, one negative layer at 5–7 km and another positive layer at
7–12 km in different horizontal regions. The negative leader channels in the upper positive charge layer
are much better organized than the paths relating to the positive leaders in the lower negative charge layer.
Figures 1d–1f illustrate the LF waveforms and the source positions of IBPs and dart leaders. The IBPs involved
in themain channel stepping, again identified by ≤200m distance from the dart leader channel, are shown by
color circled dots in Figure 1d, and also color circled and connected by the magenta line in Figure 1f. Some LF
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sources, especially those from small IBPs, are not involved in the main channel stepping. We suggest that
these sources are associated with the nonpropagating branches during the development of the upward
channel, similar to the photographic observations of cloud-to-air flashes [Edens et al., 2014]. Note that the
initial IC leader stepping structure and dynamics mapped by LFI-LMA agrees well with the reported cloud-
to-air leader photo frommany aspects, as illustrated by visual comparison between our image and the photo
captured by Edens et al. [2014] in Figures 1g–1h.

Figure 2 illustrates the mapping results from another bilevel IC flash (Flash 5) which occurred on 20 April 2015
at 22:23:52 (UTC). The initial leader in Flash 5 propagated upward from ~5.4 km to 8.3 km. The whole picture
of initial leaders and dart leaders shows a similar dynamic structure to that of Flash 1. Again, most sources
with relatively small amplitude were away from the dart leader path and thus assumed to be from nonpro-
pagating branches. Similar to Figure 1, the whole channel extended upward in a stepped structure, tilted
significantly from vertical, which was followed by the subsequent dart leaders from the bottom to top.

4. New Findings on Initial IC Leaders

As illustrated in the above two examples, by combining the source position of IBPs and the subsequent dart
leaders, our approach showed several aspects of the detailed structure and dynamics of the initial leaders of
which little was previously known, including step length (distance between neighboring nodes) and inter-
step time interval; separate identification of the pulses associated with the main channel extension and side
branches; and the degree of tilt from vertical of the initial upward channel. Table 1 summarizes the main
scientific results measured from six IC flashes. For all six flashes, as a comparison to previous studies, the mea-
sured average velocity of initial leaders (ranging from 0.9 to 5.0 × 105m/s) and average velocity of dart leaders
(ranging from 0.9 to 7.1 × 106m/s) agree well with the results from the LMA and VHF interferometry [e.g.,
Shao and Krehbiel, 1996; Behnke et al., 2005; Stock et al., 2014].

Figure 1. The development of a normal IC flash and the initial leader structuremapped by the combination of IBPs and subsequent dart leaders. (a) LF source altitude
during the flash development, the color from blue to red indicating the time variation from flash beginning to end. (b) Plan view of the whole flash. (c) Vertical view of
flash from west to east. (d) LF waveform and altitudes of locatable IBPs. The size of the gray dots indicates the relative amplitude of the pulses, and color circled
dots illustrate those involved in channel stepping. (e) LF waveform and altitudes of dart leader (“+”) process of dart leader. The two black rectangles in Figure 1a
mark the initial leader and dart leader processes in Figures 1d and 1e. (f) A 3-D view of the paths mapped from IBPs (shown in Figure 1d) and dart leader (shown in
Figure 1e), with a magenta line connecting the IBPs along the dart leader path. (g) A 3-D image of the possible main channel (magenta line) starting from the
first locatable IBP and the possible nonpropagating branches (grey dots connected by the white segments). (h) A photo captured by Edens et al. [2014] illustrates the
leader channel propagating outside the cloud. Note that the temporal color scale in Figures 1a–1c is the same but changes in Figures 1d and 1e.
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Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the step length and interstep time interval distribution. In all six flashes, the mea-
sured step length along the channel ranged from 56m to 806m, with 82% of the step lengths in this study
between 100m and 500m. We suggest that this could be the typical streamer zone length of initial IC nega-
tive leaders. The mean/median step length is 295/265m, which is much longer than that from the initial
breakdown stage of CG flashes [Stolzenburg et al., 2014], but comparable to the ~200m step length from
recent photographic observation on cloud-to-air leaders by Edens et al. [2014] and the 50–600m step length
measured from LMA and a balloon-borne electric field instrument by Winn et al. [2011]. The mean/median
step time interval in this study is 1.05/0.6ms, while the mean/median pulse time interval during the leader
process is 0.56/0.13ms. We recognize that this is an upper bound because some weak pulses may not always
be identified and located. The step length measured here is somewhat larger than reported recently by Wu
et al. [2015], who assumed that every pulse was a forward step. If we follow this assumption, then 0.56ms per
pulse combined with the average leader 3-D propagation speed of 2.8 × 105m/s measured here gives an
average 3-D step length of 157m, which agrees reasonably well with the 113m average step length from

Table 1. Summary of the Measured Parameters During the Initial Leaders From Six Flashes

Flash No. All 1 2 3 4 5 6

Source altitude (km) 5.4–11.5 8.8–11.5 8.1–9.9 9.1–10.8 7.2–10.0 5.4–8.3 9.2–10.3
Initial stepped leader average 3-D velocity (×105m/s) 2.8 4.8 0.9 1.9 2.9 5.0 2.0
Dart leader average 3-D velocity (×106m/s) 3.2 6.3 4.0 2.4 7.1 4.1 0.9
Min/max step length (m) 56/806 67/691 114/495 65/806 88/562 56/496 172/438
Mean/median step length (m) 295/265 406/512 252/207 276/213 287/293 290/318 320/353
Mean/median step interval (ms) 1.05/0.60 0.85/0.24 2.99/1.09 1.45/3.82 0.99/0.91 0.58/0.33 1.64/1.68
Mean/median pulse intervala (ms) 0.56/0.13 0.41/0.09 0.66/0.30 0.18/0.07 0.49/0.11 0.44/0.16 0.88/0.47
Averaged each step angle/overall channel angleb (°) – 21/11 29/35 31/38 36/11 40/17 27/6

aAll the locatable pulses during the initial leaders.
bThe angle means the tilt angle relative to the vertical direction. The angle of each step means the tilt of each step segment, while overall channel angle means

the tilt between the first and the last leader sources involved in channel stepping.

Figure 2. LF source locations and the leader stepping structure for another normal IC flash. The signs have the samemean-
ing as those shown in Figure 1. (a) LF source location during the development of the flash, with two black rectangles
marking the initial leader stage and the subsequent dart leader process, respectively. (b) Vertical view of the flash from
south to north. (c) Plan view of the whole flash. (d–f) Same format as in Figure 1. Note that the color scale in Figures 2a–2c is
the same but changes in Figures 2d and 2e.
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Wu et al. [2015]. Our ability to distinguish forward steps and side branches results in better estimates of the
step length and interstep time interval that are about two times larger.

Figures 3c–3h show the normalized amplitude of the IBPs during the progression of the six initial leaders as a
function of altitude, separating those points on themain channel from those on nonpropagating branches. In
most cases, the largest pulses usually appear during the middle or final stage of the initial leader and are
usually (but not always) associated with main channel stepping. Some high-amplitude pulses were not
identified as channel nodes, however. The detailed relationship between the pulse amplitude and channel
stepping is not very clear, and it is difficult for us to draw a firm conclusion on the relationship between pulse
amplitude and stepping formation based on the small sample reported here. However, qualitatively, we see
that high-amplitude pulses are more likely to contribute to the development of the leader channel, while
lower-amplitude pulses are more likely to be associated with nonpropagating branches.

We also investigated the upward progression of the individual steps and the whole channel. The very initial
steps of leaders were not analyzed here because of the lack of a comparable dart leader path. However, after
the first ~500m of the upward negative leader, it took an average of another ~9 steps (ranging from 5 to 14
steps) for all the leaders to reach the channel top as shown in Figures 3c–3h. Each step progressed with an
average angle of 21° to 40° from the vertical direction. The overall tilt from vertical of the complete upward
channel varied from 6° to 38°, as illustrated in Table 1.

5. Implications and Summary

By applying improved LF pulse source finding methods to the LFI-LMA [Lyu et al., 2014] and directly compar-
ing the source positions mapped from the pulses of initial upward negative leaders and conductive paths of
dart leaders, we presented a new method to measure the detailed structure and stepping dynamics of
upward channels created by IC initial leaders. The IC initial leaders propagate in an upward but tilted stepped
process, with step length and interstep time interval of 295m and 1.05ms, respectively. Beyond the basic
measurements we report from the combination of initial breakdown pulses and subsequent dart leaders,
the stepping structure and dynamics of IC initial upward leaders have two important implications for the
leader extension process and leader-associated phenomena.

Figure 3. The distribution of step length, time interval, and pulse amplitude of IBPs during the initial leader progression.
(a) Step length distribution. (b) Step time interval distribution. (c–h) Normalized amplitude of IBPs (vertical axes) with the
progression of initial leader (horizontal axes). The back circles with blue crosses indicate the IBPs associated with the
channel stepping, while the empty black circles show the IBPs identified as side branches.
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One is the basic classification of the IBPs into those relating to channel extension and those from nonpropa-
gating branches during the IC initial leaders. The average step time interval measured here is 1.05ms. This is
nearly 2 times longer than the average pulse time interval (0.56ms) and also much longer than that measured
from the CG leader steps [Qie and Kong, 2007; Biagi et al., 2014; Stolzenburg et al., 2014]. Previous observations
suggested that pulses during the downward negative leaders of CG flashes were accompanied by luminous
branches [Hill et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2012; Stolzenburg et al., 2014], which are associated with leader steps, and
even nonpropagating branches. Luminous branches can also be seen from cloud-to-air negative leaders
[Edens et al., 2014] and bolt-from-the-blue lightning [Lu and Walden-Newman, 2009]. Thus, they can be
expected for IC initial leaders that are located deep inside the clouds where more complicated ambient elec-
trical fields exist. If each branch was associated with leader pulse, then we would expect a longer channel
interstep interval than leader pulse interval, and this is what we measured in this study. We suggest that
nearly half of the detectable IBPs do not contribute to themain upward channel extension but may be related
to nonpropagating branches. Note that a high-amplitude IBP is more likely to be involved in the main chan-
nel extension than a smaller pulse.

In addition, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1, most of the individual leader steps and the whole
initial leader channels are tilted away from vertical from less than ten degrees to a few tens of degrees.
This shows the main geometry of the IC initial leader progression and therefore indicates the existence of
a significant tilt to the local electric field. We suggest that this has some implications for the observation of
leader-associated high-energy radiation phenomena, such as terrestrial gamma ray flashes (TGFs), which
are intimately linked to IC initial leaders [e.g., Lu et al., 2010; Marshall et al., 2013; Cummer et al., 2015, and
references therein]. Currently, nearly all reported TGFs have been detected by satellite-based high-energy
photon detectors, and it has been found that TGF photons can typically be observed when the space-based
detector is located above the source within a cone of ~30° to 45° half angle [Dwyer and Smith, 2005; Briggs
et al., 2011; Gjesteland et al., 2011]. Since TGFs are generated during the progression of IC initial leaders,
the tilted leader stepping and local electric field could result in tilted TGFs, typically by 10–20°, which prob-
ably confines the main orientation for the coned beam of gamma ray photons. And thus, in addition to the
scatter and attenuation of photons, the geometry of TGF associating IC initial leader or channel could also
have an effect on the position-dependent observation of TGFs from space-based detectors.
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